TOPSIGNS
Upgrade your shop fittings with new, beautiful top signs
Effect-Line shop fittings can now be supplied with new, beautiful top signs with
a nice print customized for your needs. If
you allready have our shop fittings, you
can easily add these signs, so you aquarium, rodent, bird or terrarium racks will appear with a new attractive look.
The height of the signs are 35cm, and are
easily mounted to all effect_line racks new or old.
The prints are made according to your
personal wishes, also with your own logo
if wanted.
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Create a new and exciting effect in
your aquarium department with our
new beautiful port holes.
Easily mounted on all end panels.

MARINE RACKS

Effect-Line Marine racks are developed in
order to create a unique , functionel and
price attractive plug and play solution for
the modern pet shop. The secret behind
the concept is the innovative solution with
technical compartments between every
other unit. In the compartments you will
find the skimmers and UV´s which are easily accesable in order to be cleaned and serviced. Every unit has its own 150 ltr sump
with 3500 l/h returnpump, overflow to
sewer, automatic top-up (fresh water) and
mechanical pre-filter. The sump is serviced
via the large sliding doors at the bottom

of the units. When all service can be done
from the front side of the rack, the EffectLine Marine Racks can be placed close up
against the shop walls.
The aquariums are equipped with an attractive durable blue fibre glass panel. Behind this panel you will find the over flow
pipe to the sump and a 3000 l/h Eheim circulation pump, that provides a good and
sufficient water circulation in every single
aquarium. With the use of dividers, every
single aquarium can be dealed up into
more compartments according to your
needs.

The racks are delivered complete with
2x54W T5 lights over each aquarium,
Eheim pumps (3 pcs. 3000l/h and 1 3500
l/h), TMC JetSkim1500 skimmer and 36W
TetraTec UV sterilizer. If you have your own
equipment or just prefer others brands, we
can supply the racks without accesories (
pumps, skimmers and UV´s )
The aquariums are delivered 50 cm deep
and in two lenghts; 100 cm and 125 cm.
The technical compartment has a standard width of 40 cm.
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